
All images Â© Uli KnoÌˆrzer, shared with permissionFascinated by the transient expressions and feelings of his subjects, Uli KnoÌˆrzer attempts to capture a moment in time. The Berlin-based illustrator draws richly
detailed portraits that are simultaneously revealing and elusive. By positioning each subject against a solid backdrop, KnoÌˆrzer eliminates the contexts that inspire their particular looks and moods. Because a tilt of the
head and look to the side or a smirk could be just that but by putting it on paper, detached from their surroundings, that fleeting moment can be charged with a completely different meaning. All of a sudden someone very
outspoken and extroverted can appear very introspective, etc, he shares with Colossal.Always focused on idiosyncracies, KnoÌˆrzer says his choice in subjects is particular. Itâ€™s always the side scene, someone in the
background, or a backstage moment that draws my attention, and I imagine what their &#8216;deal&#8217; is, so I love to put them front and center, he says. He then sketches the subjects entirely with colored pencils,
highlighting the texture inherent to the medium.Many of the deflty rendered portraits shown here are part of a commissioned project for Highsnobiety that centers on Black hair. Having previously worked on a variety
fashion and journalistic endeavors, KnoÌˆrzer received direction on styles and runway looks from the magazine and was able to determine the rest. I had the freedom to draw people the way I saw them in those clothes
and with that hair. And thatâ€™s how I like it the most, he tells It&#8217;s Nice That.KnoÌˆrzer&#8217;s background includes a lifelong love of portraitureâ€”he shares that he would draw his teachers as a child and
enjoyed paging through books of Tomi Ungererâ€™s workâ€”and a degree in graphic design and typography from HfG Offenbach. Explore more of his figurative illustrations on Instagram.&nbsp;&nbsp;Falling Horsehair,
Gold #2, encaustic, Japanese tissue, horse hair and thread in embroidery hoop, embedded in honeycomb,Â custom double length Langstroth hive frame, 19â€•x 9.5 inches. All images Â© Ava Roth, shared with
permissionWhen Ava Roth adds the last stitch grasping horsehair or porcupine quills to her embroidered artworks, she passes the fibrous material on to her black-and-yellow counterparts. The Toronto-based artist
collaborates with bees to encase her mixed-media pieces in waxy honeycomb. What emerges are organic artworks that consider interspecies interactions and the beauty that such meetings can garner.Since 2019, Roth
has been expanding the wooden frames of her works to twice the size as previous projects. She receives help from master beekeeper Mylee Nordin, and together, they vertically stack hive boxes, which are known as
supers, and insert large, custom-made structures. The artist also has developed a more detailed practice in recent months. Because this project has required so much trial and error, I was still experimenting with materials
last season, trying to find substances that the bees would consistently respond to positively, she writes. I was trying to find organic substances that would not harm the bees but also that the bees would not eat or
otherwise destroy.When the bees finished wax production in late October, Roth says her understanding of the species and confidence in her choice of raw matter had grown. I spent the winter weaving and embroidering
beeswax, porcupine quills, horsehair, and other organic material into embroidery hoops, and then fixing them onto my new custom made frames, she notes.&nbsp;Beeswax, porcupine quills, Japanese tissue, metallic
thread in embroidery hoop, embedded in natural honeycombRoth&#8217;s projects also have a sense of urgency through their connection to Colony Collapse Disorder, a phenomenon that&#8217;s killing colonies and
threatening the species&#8217; population. Honeybees are often considered a harbinger of the health of our planet, and CCD is interpreted by many environmentalists and scientists as a clear indicator of our current
environmental crisis, the artist says.I consider the bees to be my co-workers, collaborators in every sense. I take cues from their needs, design the project around their capacities, and work in sync with their seasons.
Ultimately, this art that we make together is essentially hopeful at a time when we are overwhelmed with despair at the state of the environment, and our role in its destruction.During the winter, Roth plans to refine her
project further after reflecting on another season of interspecies collaboration. Follow the latest updates on her encaustic works on Instagram.&nbsp;Beeswax, porcupine quills, Japanese tissue, metallic thread in
embroidery hoop, embedded in natural honeycombHoneycomb Embroidery, Amber, beeswax, Japanese tissue, glass beads, thread, honeycomb in embroidery hoop, 6 inchesPorcupine Quill Flowers, encaustic,
Japanese tissue, porcupine quills, metal thread, seed beads, and embroidery hoop embedded in honeycomb, a traditional Langstroth hive frame, 19 x 9.5 inchesLeft: Honeycomb Embroidery, Birch and Moss, beeswax,
Japanese tissue, glass beads, thread, honeycomb, birch bark in an embroidery hoop, 6 inches. Right: Honeycomb Embroidery, Flora, beeswax, Japanese tissue, glass beads, thread, honeycomb, birch bark, leaves, in
embroidery hoop, 9.5 inchesAll images Â© Greg Olijnyk, by Griffin Simm, shared with permissionUntil now, Greg Olijnykâ€™s cardboard robots have been poised for adventure, whether perched on a speed bikeÂ or
sailing an undulating sea. His meticulously crafted universe, though, has taken an eerie and slightly dystopic turn. The Melbourne-based artist presents fully articulate robots lying on an operating table and attempting to
wrangle an aloe plant bound to a cage. Complete with LED lights and glass where necessary, the latest iteration even features an illustrated danger sign, warning that the plant will soon breach its enclosure.To follow the
latest sculptures in Olijnyk&#8217;s science-fiction inspired reality, head to Instagram, where he shares process shots and videos of the robots in action.&nbsp;Breathe (2020). All images Â© Gil Bruvel, shared with
permissionGil Bruvel (previously) has spent 40 years practicing vipassanÄ• meditation, an introspective practice that invites judgment-free observation of the mind. The Australia-born artist infuses the philosophies of this
decades-long ritual into his variegated sculptures as he forms a series of faces in deep thought. With eyes and mouths closed, the figures project serenity and calmness, serving as a reminder of what it looks like to be
centered and at peace, Bruvel says of The Mask Series.Different in shape and size, the sticks are burned, painted with subtle gradients, and then held in place with wood glue, causing the figures to appear pixelated and
as a disparate grouping of squares and rectangles when viewed up close. From a distance, however, that fragmentation reveals a coherent whole: a face arises from apparent chaos, Bruvel shares with Colossal. Through
their collated forms, the assemblages offer a visual metaphor for the complexity and contradiction that&#8217;s inherent to human beings.Bruvel also draws attention to the backs of the sculptures, which stray from the
figurative depictions of the front to focus on the abstract workings of the mind.Â  The assemblage of pixel-like stick-ends conveys the hidden realm of emotion, sensation, and thoughtâ€”our internal universe. The gradients
of color represent the flows of feeling and consciousness that pass through our minds like ripples on a lake, leaving the lake unchanged, he says.Explore more of Bruvel&#8217;s meditative artworks and see some
works-in-progress on Instagram and Artsy.&nbsp;Floating (2019), burnt wooden sticks and acrylic paint, 24 Ã— 21 inchesMask #28Â (2020), wood and paint, 16 Ã— 16 Ã— 9 inchesThe Fountain (2019), wood and paint,
27 Ã— 19 Ã— 23 inchesThe Fountain (2019), wood and paint, 27 Ã— 19 Ã— 23 inchesMoonlight (2019), wood and paint, 22 Ã— 22 Ã— 21 inchesMoonlight (2019), wood and paint, 22 Ã— 22 Ã— 21 inchesMask #22
(2020), wood and paint, 16 Ã— 16 Ã— 9 inchesMask #26 (2020), wood and paint, 16 Ã— 16 Ã— 9 inchesBreathe (2020)&nbsp;View this post on Instagram&nbsp;A post shared by Gil Bruvel (@gilbruvel) on Aug 1, 2020
at 6:26am PDTFor its latest limited edition series, Field Notes tasked nine letterpress shops with capturing the diverse perspectives and histories of the nation through a pocket-sized design. United States of Letterpress is
a pastel collection of memo notebooks featuring renderings of small storefronts, geometric patterns, and various slogans, including nods to the upcoming presidential election. Each holds 48 pages of graph paper.To
coincide with the launch, the Chicago-based notebook manufacturer filmed a short documentary, directed by Steve Delahoyde, capturing the processes and history of the art form. The printers involvedâ€”which includes
Genghis Kern, Full-Circle Press, Mamaâ€™s Sauce, Brad Vetter, Springtide Press, Ben Blount, Erin Beckloff, Rick Griffith, and Starshaped Pressâ€”speak to the generosity of the printing community, the challenges of the
medium, and the endurance of traditional type and equipment. They also details the tactile process of designing and creating their contributions.For the special collection, Field Notes sent the independent printers cover
paper in a different color and asked them to use the same two inks, Rhubine Red and Process Blue. Employing a variety of vintage metal, wood type, laser cutting, and photopolymer plates, some producers submitted two
designs, which were added at random into the packs. â€œThere is so much history and tradition in each hand-printed piece, and we wanted to honor that while also showcasing the phenomenal work that modern
practitioners of the craft are producing, co-founder Jim Coudal said.Check out all nine notebooks below, and head to Field Notes&#8217; site to pick up a set of three. Follow the company on Instagram to keep up with its
latest releases.&nbsp;&nbsp;All images Â© Lllab.An understated bamboo canopy situated among the verdant landscape of the Karst Mountains in Yangshuo, China, offers respite from the sun and frequent rainfall that
blankets the area. Designed by Lllab. Architects for the outdoor theatrical performance of Impression Sanjie Liu, the curved structure merges seamlessly with the surrounding environment. Bamboo trees line the pathway
the canopy occupies as it stretches across 140 meters.Smaller lanterns are positioned at the entrance to the venue before the larger structure guides visitors to the main performance stage, which sits at the bank of the Li
River. The canopy is hand-woven by local craftspeople, who utilize a specific technique that allows the suble form to be made entirely of the organic material without the use of glue or nails. Inside the permeable walls are
load-bearing posts.In a statement about the surging form, Lllab. notes that the architecture mimics the performers&#8217; movements:The hand weaving, bamboo playing off the tension of one another.Â The topography
of the canopy ceiling dancing between columns of bamboo as if unsupported. Even the way guests are intended to move from lantern to lantern, in a narrative of interaction. Together these subtle hints encourage a
particular frame of mind, readying the guest for the main feature.To explore more of the architectural firm&#8217;s projects, head to Instagram.Â (via designboom)&nbsp;Image courtesy of John HyphenCats, dogs, and
other mammals are known to mark their territories in myriad ways, but pet owners in Brussels have discovered a more enduring and inviting method. What began as a single project by artist Ingrid Schreyers spurred a
municipality-wide initiative: the government of Schaerbeek, a suburb bordering the city of Brussels, now installs any mosaic, either created by residents or a local artist, free of charge. Many people are choosing portraits
of their furry companions, although the idiosyncratic designs range from playful depictions of wildlife to urban scenes.We&#8217;ve gathered some of the street-side assemblages here, but check out this Instagram
account documenting the public art initiative for hundreds more. You also might enjoy these Japanese manhole covers and a similar mosaic-centered initiative to fill potholes.&nbsp;Image courtesy of John HyphenVia
pavement_projectImage courtesy of John HyphenVia pavement_projectImage courtesy of John HyphenAndromeda Galaxy at Arm&#8217;s Length? Â© Nicolas Lefaudeux (France), gala
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